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A thank-you to everyone
that submitted pictures.

Submission by Danny Meylink III
Grand-Son of club member
Dan Meylink Sr.
When the COVID thing started and regular school came to a halt, it was obvious that my grandson could
use some focused activity of some sort in addition to his online schooling. So I asked him if he would
like to come over every Tuesday afternoon after he got his school work done to work on shop projects.
He thought that was a great idea. We've made several things that he's really proud of. Some really nice
segmented coasters. Some wooden "dividers" for his dad's vinyl record collection with the various
music genres inscribed. I have a small CNC machine; now there's a tool that today's kids can really
relate to!
And then grandma showed him a picture of a tall, slender vase that she wanted to put her bamboo
plant in. So we got to planning. Rather that use a solid piece of wood, we took the easier route of
gluing together vertical pieces of 2x4's. He chose cedar as his wood. He needed to calculate the angle
to cut the edges of the 2.4's (22.5 degrees). He did all the cutting -- he's getting very comfortable with
all the shop tools. Then we glued it all up, tightened it with ratchet belts, and got to turning the next
week. Roughing gouge; bowl gouges, scrapers, parting tools. And then we learned a lesson -- it's not a
good idea to glue 8 separate pieces of wood together all at once. Near the end of our first try, one of
the segments came flying out. No one got hurt, Danny didin't get freaked out, and it was a good lesson
for both of us.
So we started over, two segments at a time, then four, then sand them flat and finally all eight. That
worked fine. I explained to him how to make "guideline depth cuts" all along the surface of his wood to
show him how deep to go. He would cut. I would measure with the calipers. When we got them all
right, he got to work turning. And lots of sanding. The end result looks really nice. He used a light oil
stain to get the color Grandma was looking for, and then a simple Minwax Antique Oil Finish -- I put on
coats between Tuesdays, otherwise this would be a Christmas present.
Grandma was very pleased. Grandpa was very proud, as were his Mom and Dad.

Corner Blocks Turned by Tony Rozendaal

For more info go to: https://www.opaspens.com/WP/posts/oak-corner-blocks/
A friend asked me to
make corner blocks
for base board trim
in an old house he is
fixing up. The
previous owner
removed lath and
plaster and replaced
it with drywall
which changed the
dimensions of the
room slightly and
the old trim was too
short.

I glued together oak blocks with kraft paper between them and turned
them on the lathe and then split them apart with a chisel. He needed at
least 10 corner blocks so I needed to do three sets of 4 blocks each. I was
pleased with how well they came out.

Segmented bowl
submitted by
David Barber
First I have to clarify that the star (SEE NEXT SLIDE) I
used is not a maritime star, but even for that star
the instructions are too lengthy for a newsletter.
Save that for another time.
Ideas come from all over- craft shows, art fairs and
the internet. When I find one I like, I draw it to scale
& keep revising it until I have the shape I like. I start
by making the star and then glue up the first
segmented ring and inlay the star. I glue and add 3
rings at a time and turn before adding more rings. It
is safer to do it this way rather than turning the
entire bowl at one time. I keep adding rings till I
reach the desired height. Turn it till it’s the shape &
thickness I want and then move on to finishing. I
sand it smooth, apply 6 coats of Min Wax Wipe On
Poly and finish with Australian EEE wax.
This particular bowl has 217 pieces ( 156 for the
bowl and 61 for the star). I used maple, walnut and
cherry and added black veneer on the bottom to
accent the star. The glue I use is Tite Bond 3.

Additional pictures of Dave's Segmented Bowl

Bottom of Bowl

Inside of Bowl

Projects Submitted by Harold Solberg

The sniffer on the left is Buckthorn. The center item is a small 1 x 1 1/2 pendant made for my wife.
End grain Caragana with pith in center. Unique color and pattern. On the right is a Circasian
walnut bud vase. It is has a 1/2 x 4 inch test tube installed so it will work with fresh as wellas
dried flowers.

Turned and Carved Basswood Cat (4 inches)
with a Velvet Oil finish.
Submitted by Eric Meigs

Miniture plates by
Eric Meigs

Miniature plates:
Walnut and Maple
with Tung Oil finish.
1 3/4" diameter.

Segmented Stave Bowl by Eric Meigs
Walnut and Maple with Velvet Oil finish.
Commissioned for a wedding present.

Two Bowls Submitted by Kevin Seigworth
These two bowls are for the Empty Bowls project. They are made from wood donated by Rick Erdman. I boiled the
roughed out blanks as I had been wanting to try that. It worked well and I would estimate they dried in half the
time compared to just putting them in a paper bag.

Jar Submitted by Bob and Cami Brzycki
This walnut and cherry jar was a colberation of work by Bob and Cami. Bob did
the bottom portion of the project and Cami did the cover.

Two Bowls Submitted by Bob & Cami Brzycki
With Bob's help; these two bowls were turned by Cami Brzycki. The little bowl on the
left is curly maple. The salad bowl on the right is made out of soft maple and the rings
on the outside are filled with Milliput.

Lidded Box Submitted by Bob Crzycki
Walnut Burl and Curly Maple Box

Bowl Submitted by Bob and Cami Brzycki
This burl came from a landscaper that Cami did taxes for.
He did not know what tree the burl came from.

Two bowls submitted by Bob & Cami Brzycki
This bowl was turn mainly by Cami. It
is curly maple with a walnut rim.

We got this piece of maple when we were in Utah.
The owner wanted to give it away because it was full
of all kinds of flaws and holes. This was a challenge
that Bob and I worked on together.

Chisel Handles by Tom Hipsak

I stopped off at a flee market a couple of weeks ago and ran acorss
these two chisels. The upper chisel was missing the handle and the
lower chisel had a handle that did not fit the socket. Both sockets
were damaged from use without a handle. The hardest part of
making the handles was matching the socket taper.

Router Lift submitted by Jerry Anson
Here are some photos of the router lift I did and presented at the Woodworkers Guild show and tell. The
picture to the right is router table with the router lift assembled. I have to raise the top 2.25" to fit the new
router lift. The center picture is the router lift assembly with the router mounted in it. To the right is hand
crank with a 11/16 socket attached to raise and lower router.

Two Black Walnut Bowls by Tony Rozendall
Someone contacted me and brought me a crotch that he wanted bowls turned from. The crotch was not cut
evenly so I decided to turn them conventionally (as opposed to natural edge) in hopes that the figure would be
evident in the side of the bowls. I was also able to core the larger two bowls to get a total of four bowls out of the
crotch. The inside of the largest two bowls are shown here.

Cherry Bowl
Submitted by
Tony Rozendaal
This bowl is the same
cherry as the natural
edge bowl in last month's
gallery. This bowl and
the previous two bowls
were turned to final
thickness while wet and
allowed to dry which
results in some
"interesting" shapes.

Get your photographs ready
for the August Gallery

